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The Pasture Improvement Initiative 
1. The Opportunity
With a growing population the world requires more food, feed and fibre than ever before, 
and consequently a more productive pasture feedbase.

Other countries are limited by geography and natural conditions. With its geographically unique 
and climatically diverse production systems, Australia has a fantastic opportunity to take 
advantage of the world’s growing needs, especially across the Asian regions, both now and in the 
years to come.

3. The Solution
We can reverse the decline and revitalise our existing 
pasture base. With a simple range of successful 
strategies we can boost pasture and livestock 
productivity and build the resilience of our agricultural 
systems.

The Pasture Improvement Initiative will become the 
leading source of pasture improvement information 
for Australian farmers, their advisors and the pasture 
industry supply chain. By having access to this timely, 
practical and regionally relevant information, farmers 
can start to create a more sustainable pasture feedbase.

2. The Challenge
As much as 20% of Australia’s pastures, especially in our temperate areas, are declining in terms of productivity 
and persistence. If this decline continues we risk our ability to take advantage of the opportunity presented by 
a hungry world.

4. How will the Pasture Improvement Initiative do this?
The Pasture Improvement Initiative will develop a pasture assessment and decision-making pathway, that 
delivers a tailored toolbox of current pasture improvement strategies.

This collaborative approach with industry, RD&E organisations and farmers will integrate research-based 
information packages with regional farm case studies relating to successful pasture and fodder crop 
management, pasture renovation and seed production.

In this way, the Pasture Improvement Initiative will create awareness and enable farmers to realise the full 
potential of their pastures and livestock within a local context.

The Pasture Improvement Initiative is a pasture and livestock industry 
collaboration that aims to boost the productivity, profitability and 
sustainability of Australia’s pasture feedbase and in so doing create 
value for its stakeholders along the supply chain. 
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An Overview
1. The Clearing House Approach 
As the primary national ‘clearing house’, the Pasture Improvement Initiative will deliver key 
pasture improvement messages, tools and support through:

• Website/facebook/twitter/emails, delivering timely information on pasture 
improvement

• Regionally-relevant case studies highlighting successes of local producers, supported 
by ‘science behind the story’ technical information

• Workshops and training for advisors and supply chain stakeholders on the contents 
and use of the Pasture Improvement Initiative ‘tool box’.
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Pasture Improvement ToolboxPublic sector:
Government (NSW DPI, DPI Victoria etc)
RDCs (MLA, DA, AWI etc) 
CRCs (Beef CRC, Sheep CRC, FFI CRC etc)
Universities (UTAS, UWA etc)
CSIRO

Rural media  
(rural newspapers and 
online)
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Delivery channelsExisting resources for  
pasture improvement information

Private sector:
Seed companies (Wrightsons, Heritage etc)
Chemical companies (Syngenta, Monsanto 
etc)
Fertiliser companies (Incitec etc)
Financial institutions (RABO, NAB etc) 
Machinery companies ( John Deere etc)
Fencing and livestock handling companies 
(Gallagher etc)

Industry:
Farmers’ groups (NFF, VFF, TFGA etc)
Industry organisations (Cattle Council, Wool 
Producers etc)
Farmers and farmer groups (case studies) 

Pasture improvement  
Initiative (clearing house)

Pasture management:
•	 grazing management
•	 fertiliser management
•	 weed control

Pasture renovation:
•	 resow pasture with  

improved species

Pasture seed production:
•	 crop selection
•	 crop management

Fodder crop management:
•	 establishment
•	 grazing management
•	 fertiliser management
•	 weed control

Industry publications
(MLA Feedback, AWI  
Beyond the Bale,  
Australian Dairy Farmer)

PII website/facebook/
twitter and  
supporter websites/ 
facebook

PII e-newsletters and 
industry e-newsletters

Workshops

On-farm demonstration 
and trial sites

Target audiences

Stories generated by PRI

Stories generated by PRI, 
supported by PRI partners 

and supporters

PRI content (case studies) 
plus content from relevant 

sources that has been 
edited to ensure appeal 
and readability for target 

audiences.

PRI content (case studies) 
plus content from relevant 

sources that has been 
edited to ensure appeal 
and readability for target 

audiences.

Researchers and service 
providers from both private 

and public sector

Education providers from 
both private and public 

sector
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Growing profit from the ground up
Find out more about managing pastures in mixed farming systems at:  

www.pastureimprovementinitiative.com.au/mixed farming

We have moved from set stocked wool production on our native country 
to managing most of this country for conservation values under a 
management covenant (25% of the whole property is managed for 
conservation outcomes).

When sheep were our major focus, every blade of grass across the 
property was vitally important, forcing us to extensively graze our native 
country. We now graze very little of our native country and our perennial 
pastures are the backbone of our livestock operation.

On the flip-side, enterprise diversity has meant juggling multiple balls 
and timeliness of operations can suffer.

Shift in focus

We’ve had to learn to be in a different business — we’ve grown up in 
conservatively-managed dryland systems, where labour efficiency is 
paramount.

On a recent irrigation tour of northern New South Wales and southern 
Queensland, one of things that struck me was the number of farmers who 
are focused on a single enterprise across their entire farm — cotton for 
example — and because of this focus, they are really efficient.

At the end of the day our systems have greater variability and finding 
and managing the right mix will provide the balance between risk 
management and returns.

While irrigated cropping can provide lucrative returns, it is still a high-
risk venture and the livestock provide a long-term risk management 
tool in their own right. However, the formula of keeping it simple within 
each enterprise is important and our livestock enterprise is focussed on 
Merinos, breeding for a balance of wool and meat production.

Some of our contemporaries have gotten out of Merinos and jumped 
into breeding for meat production — but in this environment they will 
struggle; it’s wool-growing country.

We toyed around with incorporating a meat breed into the mix, but the 
benchmarks show that the dual–purpose Merino flock will provide the 
risk management we need while yielding a solid return.

Perennials offer 
security in mixed  
farming system

As far as diversity goes, Tasmania is renowned for its mixed farming 
systems. Richard and Emily Gardner personify modern Tasmanian 
farmers with an enterprise mix that includes sheep, irrigated 

poppies, irrigated and dryland winter cereals and grass seed crops.  Throw 
into the bag an assorted range of soil types and a highly variable climate 
and you’ve got a management challenge that requires a delicate balance 
of a strong operations plan and timely decision making. For Richard and 
Emily, a carefully chosen mix of perennial pastures offers a resilient and 
productive feed source that complements the livestock and cropping 

enterprises on their 2600ha mixed farming property.

Diverse system

“The reasons Tasmanian farms can sustain diverse farming systems are 
the variable seasons and country — our properties are diverse by nature,” 
Richard said.

“On Annandale we have native run country, with shallow ironstone soils that 
we largely manage for conservation values, through to fertile country ideal 
for livestock, dryland and irrigated cropping, including poppy production. 
However, our systems haven’t always been that diverse — the decline 
in returns from sheep forced us to look harder at other options, such as 
irrigated cropping.

The benefits from this process are manifold — our risk is spread across 
multiple enterprises and the returns from irrigation have allowed us to 
increase our ability to manage our native areas sustainably.

• Diverse enterprises including livestock, dryland and 
irrigated cropping (including poppies) give greater 
flexibility and less exposure to risk.

• Choosing pasture species has required balancing feed 
quality, palatability and drought resistance.

• Perennial pastures and rotational grazing have 
enabled about 25% of the property to be taken out of 
production and managed for conservation.

key messages

Case study: Richard and Emily Gardner
Location: Tunbridge, Tasmania
Property size: 2600 ha
Mean annual rainfall: 465 mm
Soils: Highly variable shallow duplex soils — sands to 
heavy clays
Enterprises: Mixed farming system — sheep, irrigated 
and dryland cropping

Diverse system: In Richard Gardner’s diverse mixed farming operation, 
a mix of resilient perennial pastures offers security across variable soil 
types and seasons.  (Photo: Catriona Nicholls)



2. Online decision-making tool
The Pasture improvement Initiative website is the primary portal for information and 
communication with members, industry, farmers and supply-chain stakeholders.  

The website will house the Pasture Improvement Initiatives key value proposition — an 
online decision-making tool that will allow users access to an easy-to-use process to assess 
a range of pasture management options on a paddock-by-paddock basis in the context of 
their whole farm system.  In a similar style to the Future Farm Industries’ CRC Saltland Genie 
model (www.saltlandgenie.org.au), the Pasture Improvement Initiative online decision-making 
tool will require users to answer a range of questions, which will generate a range of pasture 
management options from the ‘PII toolbox’. These options will include links to more detailed 
evidenced-based technical information and, where applicable, regional case studies that 
demonstrate how these tools are being successfully applied on-farm in their region.

The website also will feature access to a wide range of pasture improvement information sources with a focus 
on providing links to research activities and outcomes, regional case studies, pasture-related events and news 
stories. It also will feature a members’ section that will provide additional access to information via seasonal 
pasture-related features and a quarterly e-newsletter. 

3. Who makes up the Pasture Improvement Initiative??
The founding partners in the Pasture Improvement Initiative comprise a mix of national and international 
agribusiness and industry stakeholders, who collectively have identified the need to promote the value and 
benefits of pasture improvement for livestock, fodder and crop production systems.        

Pasture Improvement Initiative stakeholders have a collective desire to contribute to a more strategic approach 
to pasture management for Australia’s livestock, fodder and crop production systems.  

Financial and in-kind support occurs via a three-tiered structure:

• Tier one: Agribusiness partners

• Tier two: Industry and government supporters

• Tier three: Industry peak body supporters 

The Pasture Improvement Initiaive has identified the  
Tasmanian Insitute of Agriculture (TIA) as a potential  
Tier two supporter.

Agribusiness

Industry peak 
bodies

R,D&E and  
industry
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“Helping farmers realise the potential 
of their pastures and livestock in an 
increasingly variable climate.”



4. Foundation sponsor ($20,000/year)
The Pasture Improvement Initiative is offering stakeholders in the pasture industry the 
opportunity to become a foundation sponsor of the Pasture Improvement Initiative for a 
three-year period (2014–17). 

As a foundation sponsor an organistion will become an active participant and contributor to 
achieving the Pasture Improvement Initiative objectives and at the same time it will receive 
in return access to information and resources that will benefit its constituents within the 
pasture industry.

Becoming a sponsor of the Pasture Improvement Initiative will provide the stakeholder 
organisation a unique opportunity to expand its networks to farmers and supply chain 
stakeholders. The sponsorship will provide a communication platform on which to deliver key stakeholders 
messages relating to an overall pasture improvement program.

An additional benefit from becoming a foundation sponsor of the Pasture Improvement Initiative is that it will 
provide stakeholders an opportunity to become involved with like-minded organisations interested in the further 
development of research and innovation that underpins the viability and efficiency of pasture seed and pasture 
production systems. 

The foundation sponsor will be encouraged to bring forward ideas and proposals for consideration by the 
broader group for co-investment where the outcome is seen to be beneficial and contributes to the overall 
objectives of the Pasture Improvement Initiative.
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Your organisation will receive the following benefits as a foundation sponsor:

• membership of the Pasture Improvement Initiative, which provides access to a range of tier one, tier 
two and tier three member networks

• representation on the Pasture Improvement Initiative Advisory Committee, which sets the direction 
and implementation strategy for the organisation’s activities

• participation in a range of the Pasture Improvement Initiative working groups, which are established 
from time to time to address specific outcomes from the Advisory Committee

• access to a Pasture Improvement Initiative ‘member’s only’ section of the website, which will contain 
recently-released R & D and initiative updates via a quarterly e-newsletter 

• dedicated online space on which to hold your project information, outcomes and updates 

• the opportunity to contribute regular content, research outcomes and case studies for inclusion in 
the Pasture Improvement Initiative twitter feed, facebook group and e-newsletter

• the opportunity to provide content for a front-page feature on the Pasture Improvement Initiative 
website every three months

• where relevant your information will be incorporated into the PII toolbox online decision-making 
tool

• your logo will be displayed on the Pasture Improvement Initiative home page and supporters’ page 
and quarterly e-newsletter

• acknowledgment as a foundation sponsor in all Pasture Improvement Initiative communications, 
including activities such as the training course.



5. PII Partner 
For more information about becoming a PII partner contact:

Executive Officer: David Hudson 
Phone: 0418 951 479 
Email: rock@sgasolutions.com.au
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“Helping farmers realise the potential 
of their pastures and livestock in an 
increasingly variable climate.”


